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Abstract

We have implemented an integrated and configurable file system called the Pegasus file-
system (PFS) and a trace-driven file-system simulator called Patsy. Patsy is used for off-line
analysis of file-system algorithms, PFS is used for on-line file-system data storage. Algorithms
are first analyzed in Patsy and when we are satisfied with the performance results, migrated
into PFS for on-line usage. Since Patsy and PFS are derived from a common cut-and-paste
file-system framework, this migration proceeds smoothly.
We have found this integration quite useful: algorithm bottlenecks have been found

through Patsy that could have led to performance degradations in PFS. Off-line simulators
are simpler to analyze compared to on-line file-systems because a work load can repeatedly
be replayed on the same off-line simulator. This is almost impossible in on-line file-systems
since it is hard to provide similar conditions for each experiment run. Since simulator and
file-system are integrated (hence, use the same code), experiment results from the simulator
have relevance in the real system.
This paper describes the cut-and-paste framework, the instantiation of the framework to

PFS and Patsy and finally, some of the experiments we conducted in Patsy.
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1 Introduction

Building a fast file-system or introducing new algorithms to an existing file-system
is often a difficult task. The designer does not know in full detail what a proposed
algorithm does to the overall file-system performance. Normally, the only way to
test a new algorithm is to introduce it to an on-line file-system and measure the
performance effects while the system is in use. If a new algorithm does not work,
file-system service may be interrupted.
A better way to test algorithms is to analyze the performance of those algorithms

in an off-line simulator. When the algorithm works as expected, it can be integrated
in a production file-system. However, the disadvantage of an off-line simulator is that
it is hard to build a representative simulator. Usually, simulators are approximations
of real systems [21], and results from such a simulator may not show actual system
performance.
Recent developments [20, 26, 27, 3, 8] in file-system research have shown us that

improving file-system performance is still a hot topic. Many groups find new storage
algorithms and report better performance numbers. These performance numbers
usually show the effectiveness of those algorithms within the environment they were
developed for.
Ideally, to validate those reported performance numbers, other researchers would

re-use (parts of) the presented system, insert it into their own environments, and re-
evaluate the published performance. In reality, this is well nigh impossible [5]. Often
the system code heavily depends on the environment for which it was developed.
Through some effort it is possible to port the source code, but then it is hard to set up
a similar test environment [9, 29].
To solve both problems, we have designed and implemented an extensible reference

file-system component library fromwhichwe instantiate on-line file-systems and off-line
file-system simulators. On-line systems are systems that are in use in real systems,
off-line systems are not in use by clients and only run in a controlled environment1.
The component library provides basic components that are required to build a full
file-system and the same components are used to build file system simulators. Helper
components are added to complete an instantiation to a real file-system or simulator.
Helper components in a real system deal with actual data movement, while in the
simulator they compensate for the lack of “real” data. We have made the component
library such that it is easy to extend the library with new algorithms and policies.
The symbiosis of the simulator and the “real thing” helps us to:� be more confident that simulated off-line performance numbers show real and
representative on-line file-system performance numbers;� easily detect performance bottlenecks of real file-system algorithms by running
the same system off-line in an equivalent file-system simulator;� analyze new file-system algorithms off-line before they are integrated into a
production file-system;� be more confident that no side effects are introduced when a simulated algo-
rithm is moved into a real system;

This article was first published in the Winter 1996 USENIX conference.
1We have not yet experimented with off-line file-systems.
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1 Introduction� construct a reference file system: other file system algorithms can easily be in-
tegrated and compared to other algorithms in our environment;� easily migrate algorithms fromoff-line simulators in real systems: the algorithm
does not have to be re-implemented for the real system once implemented for
a simulator.

Our initial goal for this work was to build a production file-system and a separate
file-system simulator. The production file-system was to be used for ordinary data
storage with functionality to store continuous media files, the simulator was to be
used for analyzing storage algorithms.
In the original simulator, we analyzed cache-flush algorithms. For that work we

replaced the Unix 30-second-update timer policy by a flush policy that keeps dirty
data in the cache much longer [4], so-called write-saving policies. Unix file-system
write traffic is characterized by a high overwrite factor in the first part of a file's
lifetime [2, 10, 17, 22]. Keeping dirty data longer in memory without writing dirty
data to disk increases the probability that a block is overwritten through truncate and
delete calls in memory rather than on disk. As a result fewer data blocks are written
to disk.
Thework showed that replacing the 30-second-update timer by awrite-saving pol-

icy greatly reduces file-system read latencies. The work claims that disk I/O queues
are the main cause of relatively high file-system latencies. Basically, the goal was to
get writes out of the way of reads simply by writing less data to disk.
The initial simulator used for the experiments used an approximation of a real file

system and it used a simple disk model. As is shown byRuemmler et al. [21], a simple
disk model in a simulator may not show the actual performance: the results can be
completely useless. Ruemmler et al. reported differences of up to 112% between real
and simulated performance. It was obvious we could not trust the earlier analysis.
To present more accurate simulated performance numbers, we decided to build a

file-system simulator that simulates a file-system in all details, including a disk sub-
system back-end much like HP Pantheon disk simulator [31] and Dartmouth's disk
simulator [13]. We continuously refined the simulator and eventually we ended up
with a full file-system. It turned out that this file system shared lots of data structures
and algorithms with our real file system, it only lacked data manipulation code: i.e.
the simulator was not an approximation anymore. We repeated the write-saving
experiments in this version of the simulator and analyzed the performance numbers
again.
We then realized that it is important that a system and its simulator are closely

related. When policies and algorithms are different, we cannot be reasonably sure that
simulated performance shows real performance. Also, when policies and algorithms
are analyzed in a simulator, eventually they will have to be migrated into a real file
system. If a real file-system uses completely different data structures or is constructed
differently, this migration process usually results in a complete rewrite of the policy
or algorithm, which may introduce unwanted side effects or new bottlenecks in a real
system. When simulator and file-system are derived from a common framework and
use similar, if not equal, data and component structures, migrating code becomes a
trivial matter.
We now use Patsy, PFS and the cut-and-paste component library as a new way

of doing file system development. Algorithms and file system extensions are first
analyzed off-line through pre-recorded file-system traces or hand crafted work loads
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before they are integrated in a production file system. We learn all the effects of
algorithms before they are used.
In fact, we use the framework as a reference system and starting point for further

work. Quick off-line file-system experiments are performed before we decide to use
the algorithm in a production version of the system. For example, in the framework
we are currently performing continuous-media storage experiments, and we plan to
use the framework for tertiary storage experiments. We feel that having the frame-
work available gives us a head-start for file-system developments: components are
already in-place or are available in the library. Components that are written for exper-
iments are always added to the component library for possible later re-use in other
experiments.
Currently, we know of one other system that has integrated a file system simulator

and a real system. Thekkath et al. [30] describe a file-system simulator that is able to
run an existing kernel file-system in a discrete event simulator. Our work is similar
to theirs, but we arrived at the same point through a different route. Thekkath's goal
was to lift a kernel file-system into a user level simulator and measure the perfor-
mance of such a system. We started by building a simulator for some file-system
experiments, and later integrated the simulator and a real file-system. In our system,
we make file-system development and measurements easy, whereas Thekkath's system
makesmeasurements of existing file-systems easy. The major advantage of Thekkath's
system is that they have measured a production file system (Unix FFS [14]) and cali-
brated their simulator through a production file-system. We are still using an exper-
imental file-system. A second advantage of Thekkath's system is the availability of
a real file-system snapshot before an experiment starts. We are upgrading PFS from
an experimental file system to a production file-system and we will use snapshots of
PFS in Patsy experiments.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the com-

mon cut-and-paste framework. Section 3 describes the added modules to make up a
PFS, and Section 4 describes those components added to make up a file-system sim-
ulator. Section 5 we describe a simulator that we built through the frame work, we
describe some of the experiments we conducted in this simulator and it describes the
lessons we have learned when we were building the system. Section 6 summarizes
this paper.

2 Cut-and-Paste

Our goal for the component library is to create a reference file system framework
from which we can instantiate many possible file system and simulator configura-
tions. This reference file-system framework, therefore, must be easy to maintain and
easy to extend. The cut-and-paste framework should not enforce designers to early
algorithms and policy decisions.
To build an open component library, we decided to implement the system in an

object-oriented language. We have created a set of base components that are used
in all file-systems and implement default behavior. Derived components implement
specific behavior and are accessed through an inheritance chain. We do not allow
derived components to enrich the interface of its base component without adding an
interface to its base component. This ensures that interfaces remain clean andwithout
cross dependencies to other than the base component dependencies. By restricting
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2 Cut-and-Paste
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Figure 1. Some of the framework components. Class definitions are shown as shaded

ovals, instantiated objects as clear ovals, and global variables and hash tables as clear
boxes. Unstriped arrows are plain pointers, single-striped arrows show the relation be-

tween the instantiated object and its class definition, double-striped arrows refer to the
inheritance chain between the class definitions and triple-striped arrows show which ob-

jects call methods in other objects.

ourselves to such a scheme, our system remains upward compatible.
The cut-and-paste component library is best visualized as a collection of objects

that are combined into a real or simulated system whenever they are needed. All
components are written in C++, are instantiated from their classes and bound to global
variables when a system starts. Base components are C++ base classes, derived com-
ponents are C++ derived classes. The system currently consists of � 55K lines of C++
code, divided into 80 classes.
Currently, the following core components exist: a thread scheduler that allows mul-

tiple independent processes in the real or simulated system, a cache that implements
a full file-system block cache, a file-system storage component that defines the storage
layout on disk, a client interface that defines an abstract front-end to the system, an
abstract file that “knows” everything about a file when it is loaded into the cache and
a device-driver that communicates with the simulated or real hardware to read and
write data from disk.
For all of the core components we have implemented the default behaviour and

one or two other algorithms. The core components themselves implement a true
default file-system. As we are still adding functionality to our system, we expect the
number of available algorithms to grow rapidly.
Figure 1 shows most of the core components of the combined file system and

simulator. Thefigure is used as a referencefigure: not all components are immediately
explained. In particular, all components that are not located inside boxes labeled Patsy
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or PFS are common to both simulator and system and are part of the cut-and-paste
framework. The cut-and-paste components are explained in the remainder of this
Section. Boxes labeled PFS are explained in Section 3 and boxes labeled Patsy are
explained in Section 4. Since interfaces between objects can be quite large we decided
not to describe them here and we refer to the source distribution.

Thread scheduler

The thread scheduler implements threads, synchronization primitives and real or
virtual time. Independent file-system processes are given a separate thread of control
inside the system. These threads are able to communicate with each other through
synchronization primitives: one thread can make others runnable. Threads can also
suspend by yielding the processor for some amount of time. Finally, the scheduler
knows what the current time is for a real system and it defines virtual time for a
simulator.
The synchronization primitives are based on events. Each thread can pick a unique

event and block on it. Once a thread has blocked itself, another thread signals the event
through the scheduler to make the thread runnable again.
Internally, the scheduler maintains a queue of all delayed threads andmakes them

runnable whenever the timers expire. If the scheduler is configured in a simulator,
thread-timers only expire when there are no other threads to run: virtual time is
increased to the timer-expire time of the first thread on the delayed queue. When the
scheduler is configured in a real system, timers expire in real-time2.
External events are also managed by the scheduler when it is configured in a real

system. In Unix, a file-descriptor is associated with a thread and whenever a message
arrives on the file-descriptor, the thread associated with the file-descriptor is made
runnable.
Currently, the scheduler provides random scheduling. It picks a random thread

from the runnable set, whenever it has to schedule the next thread. When other
scheduling policies are required (e.g. when files with real-time constraints are intro-
duced), a derived scheduler class can implement a different scheduling policy.

Caches

The cache modules are used to administer and maintain a file-system block cache. It
provides interfaces to administer all dirty, non-dirty and free blocks in lists, and it
provides interfaces to allocate blocks from the cache. Also, when blocks are allocated
from a full cache, it decides which blocks are replaced and flushed.
The base cache component implements LRU lists to maintain all dirty and non-

dirty blocks. Blocks are first allocated from the non-dirty list, and when there are
no non-dirty blocks available, the cache initiates a cache flush through the oldest
dirty block. To flush, it calls an internal method that may be overloaded by different
policies. For example, we have implemented a flush policy that flushes the whole file
rather than a single block when a block flush is initiated.
Specific persistency requirements can be implemented in derived components that

call into the base component to initiate cache flushes. For example, the Unix SVR4
30-second-update timer policy is implemented through a derived class that examines

2Threads are made runnable in real-time.
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2 Cut-and-Paste

the contents of the cache every couple of seconds. When it detects that there exists a
dirty block older than 30 seconds, it flushes the file associated to the oldest block.
Different cache administration policies are easily implemented by re-

implementing the replacement methods of the base-class in a new derived class. For
example, to experiment with different replacement policies (e.g. RR, LFU, SLRU,
LRU-K or adaptive [12]), only those functions that deal with LRU replacement need
to be replaced from the base-class.
The difference between a simulated cache and a real cache is the lack of a data

pointer in the simulated case. In all cases where data is moved between buffers, the
simulator delays the current thread for the amount of time it would take (based on
the system hardware configuration) to copy the data. In a real system, a large chunk
of (physical) memory is allocated and divided over all the cache blocks when the
system starts.

Storage-layout

The storage-layout component is responsible for defining a file-system layout on a
raw disk. This component knows the actual location(s) of file-system meta-data, and
is able to store and retrieve information from one or more disks. It is consulted
whenever something needs to be done with a raw disk.
The base storage-layout class is only an interface: it does not implement an al-

gorithm. Specific layouts are implemented through derived classes. The interface to
a storage-layout class is defined such that for all layout and policy decisions, there
exists a virtual method in the base-class.
Currently, we have implemented a segmented Log-structured File-System

(LFS) [20, 26]. This system stores file-system updates to the end of the log, and
is able to find files through an inode-file (IFILE). The log-cleaner can be replaced
and is plugged into the LFS component when the system starts up.
To implement other storage-layouts (such as a Unix FFS [14], EFS [28], or jour-

nalling file-systems), a new derived storage-layout class needs to be written that de-
fines a new storage-layout on disk. This derived class needs to implement all of the
methods defined in the abstract storage-layout class.
A storage-layout module can also be instantiated for a simulator. In this case, all

information that would have been read or written to disk is simulated by making
educated guesses. If, for example, a file is accessed that is not yet known by the
storage-layout module, it picks a random location on disk. Once an initial location
has been chosen for a file, the simulator sticks to those addresses.

Abstract Client Interface

The abstract client interface provides the basic file-system interface. There are func-
tions to open, close, read, write or delete a file and there are functions to manipulate an
hierarchical name-space.
The abstract client interface initiates the loading of a file from disk when it is first

accessed. It calls into the file system module to read the file's inode into memory.
Once the file is in memory, the component stores a reference to it in a global file table.
Furthermore, when the file has been loaded into memory, the abstract client inter-

face maps all incoming user requests to the memory representative of a file.
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Files

Abstract client requests are dispatched to so-called instantiated files. An instantiated
file is used to control a file that has been loaded into the file-system cache. It may
contain amemory copy of the file's inode, references to cachedfile data, and it contains
a set of functions to performoperations on a file, such as a read, write and flushmethod.
As there are many file types in current file-systems (e.g. ordinary Unix-like files,

directories, symbolic links, multi-media files, and administrative files) each with dif-
ferent access patterns and behavior, we have implemented each file type in a separate
derived class. All components derive basic file functionality from the base file. This
structure allows us to separate policies that optimize access to a particular file type.
An example of this is a multi-media file. If ordinary cache policies are used on a
multi-media file the whole cache would fill up with this data. A multi-media file
prevents this from happening by implementing other cache policies.
Pei Cao et al. has shown that two-level file-caching can be beneficial to overall

file-system performance [7]. In this work, cache replacement policies are delegated to
a user-level manager process. In our approach we have the opportunity to delegate
the policy decisions to a particular file – the manager can be implemented inside
the file-system. When a file is opened, a client can inform the file-system to use a
certain replacement policy. This approach can give us a fine-grain control over cache
replacement policies.
When a file is requested by a client, the file-system front-end examines the file type

of the requested file (through its inode or other administrative means) and instantiates
an object of that type to manage the file while it is in core.
A file is called active if the instantiated file spawns a thread of control that works

independently inside the file-system. Such functionality is especially useful if files are
manipulated that have timing constraints on them. In amulti-media file, for example,
the thread of control may take care of cache pre-loading and can even negotiate with
(remote) clients and other modules in the file-system to establish a certain Quality of
Service (QoS).

3 Pegasus File-system

The base components in the cut-and-paste library do not make up a complete system:
they lack interfaces to the environment. To complete such a system, helper components
are added to the component library that glue all the components into the environment.
The system glue currently only consists of two parts: the system needs a real user

interface, a PFS client interface and it requires a real disk-driver to access a real disk.

PFS Client Interface

We use NFS [23] as the external PFS interface. We have constructed a full NFS client
interface class, which is a derived class from the abstract client interface class. TheNFS
class spawns a number of threads that wait for incoming mount and NFS requests.
Whenever a request is received, the call is dispatched to one (or more) calls in the
abstract client interface. Each thread in the NFS component acts as a representative
of a client while the request is in progress.
In the futurewewill construct a client interface that enables strict consistency. This

client interface will use many of the techniques that are already in use by Sprite [16]
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4 Patsy

and Mike's File System (MFS) [6]. By using client caching we hope to reduce the
amount of network traffic and file latency. We will realize this within the cut-and-
paste framework so that we can simulate client/server interaction and client cache
performance.

Disk-driver

Real disks are accessed through disk-drivers. Disk-drivers implement one or more
disk queues and send new operations to disks whenever they are ready to service new
requests. They can implement disk queue scheduling policies to optimize disk I/O
queue time (e.g. SCAN, C-SCAN, LOOK, C-LOOK [11, 25]) or guarantee real-time
delivery of data through algorithms such as scan-EDF [18].
Currently, only one disk-driver exists. This driver implements a combined read-

write queue and schedules I/O requests through the C-LOOK scheduling policy. It
uses a Unix-file (ordinary file, or raw-device) as back-end.

4 Patsy

Patsy is the instantiation of the cut-and-paste library to a file-system simulator com-
bined with some helper components for off-line file-system simulation. In particular,
we added components that simulate real disk-drivers and disks, a component that
simulates the connection between the host and disk sub-system, and a component
hierarchy that is able to read a particular trace file and dispatch it to the simulator.
We are simulating only a small subset all hardware types. We hope to integrate our
file-system simulator into HP's Pantheon disk-simulator and use that as our disk
back-end because Pantheon simulates a wide variety of storage hardware.

Simulated disk-drivers

Simulated disks are accessed through simulation disk-drivers. These disk-drivers
provide the same functions as their real counterparts, but also provide mechanisms
to simulate the sending and receiving of operations from disk. The simulated disk-
drivers have exactly the same interface as a real disk-driver: the differences are in the
internal implementation. The system itself does not know it is communicating with
a “fake” disk.
Simulation disk drivers package disk operations in I/O-request data structures.

The I/O-request data structures contain all the relevant information for the disk sim-
ulator to simulate a disk read or write and contain timing information to measure the
performance of the I/O operation.
Before an operation is activated on disk, the disk-driver acquires the host/disk

connection and simulates the sending of data. This is required as many more entities
can make use of the same host/disk connection. If the connection is already in use,
the disk driver waits until the connection is released again. Finally, it sends the I/O
request to the disk itself and activates it.
The disk will perform the I/O request and later transmit the results to the disk-

driver. For this, the disk acquires the host/disk connection and simulates the trans-
mission of the I/O request back to the driver. Finally, the simulated disk-driver re-
sumes the original caller and informs it of the I/O results through the I/O request
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data structure.

Simulated disks

The disk component in the simulator acts as a representative for a real disk. A simu-
lated disk component knows about heads, tracks, sectors, rotational speed, controller
overhead and it may implement disk cache policies.
Internally, a disk is modeled by a separate thread of control that waits for work

to arrive from external sources. Whenever a read or write request arrives at the disk,
the controller unpacks the request, seeks to the correct cylinder or switches heads.
Next, the disk waits for the rotational delay and reads or writes data to disk. Finally,
the disk transfers the data to the host, or signals the host that a write has completed.
It is obvious that in the simulated world, no real data is moved to and from disk.

We simulate this by delaying the thread of control by the amount of time it would
have taken to transfer the data.
Currently, we have implemented an HP97560 disk [21, 13] as a separate disk class.

This disk is equipped with a 128KB internal cache that can be used for immediate
reported writes (writes that complete once data arrive in the disk's internal cache)
and a read-ahead policy (when there are no more outstanding requests, the disk reads
the next 4KB following the last read).

Connections

Connections are the links between the host and the disk sub-system. Connections
are used to transfer data, requests and responses between disk and hosts. They also
arbitrate if there is more than one controller that wants to send data over the same
connection to simulate connection contention (e.g. SCSI bus contention).
Again, as no real data can be moved through a connection, the connection delays

the thread of control by the amount of time it would have taken to transfer the data
through the connection.
We have implemented a SCSI-2 bus [24]. This bus allows multiple hosts/disks

to use the same connection, and it allows hosts/disks to disconnect and re-connect
during a single SCSI transaction. The bus simulates a bus transfer speed of 10MB/s.

Work loads and traces

File-system traces are collections of records that describe all the activity of a real file-
system at some time. These records specify when the operation took place (usually
down to the microsecond), and which file-system operation was executed. Usually,
file-system traces do not present all the details that are required for an exact replay.
The reason is that, although all parameters can be recorded, doing so would result
in prohibitively large trace files: the recording of such trace files would influence
ordinary file-system performance too much [15, 17]. When replaying traces, we syn-
thesize those parameters that are missing as best we can (e.g. the initial location of a
file on disk, file names, initial layout of the file-system, the exact time a read or write
was executed).
We are also considering a component that can be used to hand craft work loads

using probabilistic means. This component will, given some inputs, generate a work
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5 Using the component library

load and dispatch it to the simulator. The advantage of such a component is that it
will improve our confidence in the simulation results.
We have modeled a trace simulation class hierarchy on top of the abstract-client

interface. All file-system requests recorded in the file-system traces are mapped to
calls in the abstract-client interface. The simulator components currently consist of
three parts: a general simulation class that provides performance results gathering
and dispatches operations to the abstract-client interface. Furthermore, there are two
derived classes: a Sprite class to replay the Sprite traces [2] and a Coda class to replay
the Coda traces [15].
Clients are modeled by separate threads of control inside the Sprite and Coda

classes. The threads read a part of the trace file, group operations that obviously
belong together (such as an open, read, read, write, ..., close sequence), and call the
abstract-client interface to execute the operation on the simulated system. Since all of
the trace records have timing information in them, the threads know how long they
have to delay themselves before they can dispatch the next operation.
When simulation information is missing (such as the actual time a read or write

operation took place), the client thread makes a guess. In the case of the missing read
and write times, the operations are positioned equidistant between the open and close
operation. We plan to experiment with the position of these operations.
The overall measurements are taken from the general simulation class. This class

measures how long it takes before an operation completes. The measurements are
shown every 15 minutes of simulation time and of the overall simulation.
Detailed internal measurements are provided by plug-in statistics objects. These

plug-in statistics can be activated when the simulator is started and they can provide
standard statistics output with or without histograms. Some of the standard detailed
statistics objects include histograms of disk queue sizes, cache statistics, and disk
rotational delay statistics.

5 Using the component library

We have used the component library for a file-system performance experiments and
to construct a real file-system. We built the algorithms for the various experiments in
the simulator, and later we instantiated the same algorithm for a real system: we did
not have to change anything in the code except for some small additions when data
was actually moved.
In this section we describe an experiment we conducted in an instantiated simu-

lator and some of the lessons we learned when we built the component library. The
experiments primarily show what kind of simulations are supported. The full results
that are presented briefly in this section are subject of another report. We only present
the final results of the off-line experiments.

5.1 Delayedwrite policies

One of the reasons to build a file-system simulator in the first place was to re-do the
performance analysis of various delayed write policies, based on ideas described in
earlier work [4]. Also, we have conducted the experiments to confirm cache experi-
ment results as reported by Ousterhout [17]. In those experiments, we buffered dirty
data longer in the cache with the hope that less data is written to disk. If dirty data
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5.1 Delayed write policies

stays longer in the cache without being written to disk, changes are higher that file
delete and truncate calls remove the file's dirty data before a flush policy gets a change
to write the data to disk. If less data is written to disk, disk queues become shorter
and I/O latencies decrease.
If the fraction of dirty data in the file-system cache increases, read cache hit-rates

may be negatively influenced. If there is more dirty data in the cache, non-dirty data
is replaced earlier. If overall cache hit-rates drop (i.e. if cache hit-rates are higher for
non-dirty caches), more data is read from disk. This leads to longer disk queues and
to increased I/O latencies. We analyze this trade-off.
If dirty data remains longer in the cache before being written to disk, more data

is lost when the system fails. Earlier work describes how to protect dirty data from a
single point of failure in the system through client write caching and by using non-
volatile RAM (NVRAM)or a uninterruptable power supply (UPS) in the file-server [4].
We are performing four different experiments with the Sprite traces to analyze

the performance effects of these write-saving policies. Our first experiment shows the
base line performance of an ordinary Unix file-systemwith a 30-second-update policy.
Dirty data is buffered 30 seconds before it is sent to disk (the write-delay experiment).
Next, we equip the file-system with a UPS and only flush a cache block when we are
out of non-dirty cache-blocks. This experiment shows the other extreme as blocks
are only written when the memory is filled with dirty blocks. Finally, we equip the
file-system with 4 MBs of NVRAM and we disallow dirty data to reside in volatile-
RAM. If the NVRAM is full and we need free (or non-dirty) blocks in the NVRAM
buffer, we flush the oldest dirty block to disk. For the NVRAM case we consider two
flush policies: we either flush the whole file associated with the oldest block (with the
expectation that on average there is more non-dirty data in the cache), and we flush
only the oldest block.
We have included the NVRAM experiment to answer how much file-system la-

tencies improve by using a small NVRAM buffer in the file-server. This question was
raised in Baker et al. [1] and left unanswered.
For all experiments, we expected the UPS experiment to perform best. The reason

for this is that all of the available cache can be used for write-caching, minimizing the
amount of written data. For the other experiments we did not know on beforehand
which policy would work best: if too much dirty data is generated, the NVRAM
buffermay be the system's bottleneck and reducing thewrite-delay timewhen the file-
system is busy. In fact, adding NVRAM to the file-systemmay be counter productive.
We have rebuilt the Sprite file-server as closely as we could [29, 9] through the cut-

and-paste component library and we ran the recorded Sprite traces on this version
of Patsy. The original machine on which the traces were recorded was a Sun 4/280
equipped with 128MB of main memory, and three SCSI busses that connect to a total
of 10 disks. There were a total of 14 file-systems on the set of disks, of which two
were clearly hot-spots. For the experiments we have used simulated HP97560 disks
and SCSI-2 busses. On all file-systems we ran a segmented LFS. All components used
by this simulator are derived from the cut-and-paste framework.
Figures 2–4 show a cumulative distribution of the file-system latencies for the

Sprite traces in Patsy (only traces 1a, 1b, and 5 are shown, the others are permuta-
tions of these three runs). Each trace represents a 24-hour period of operations and
we have measured the time it takes to complete each of the operations. The figures
show a cumulative distribution of the latencies. The horizontal bars show the aver-
age experienced latency, the vertical bar shows the fraction of operations completed.
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Figure 5 shows all mean file-system latencies for all the traces.
Each graph in Figures 2–4 have a similar form. All operations that complete within

2-milliseconds are serviced from the file-system caches. The 2-milliseconds boundary
is the minimal latency when a request is serviced by the disk (SCSI-request decoding).
The period up to 17-milliseconds represents the time waiting for the rotation on disk
(HP97560 disks spin at 4002 rpm), including the controller overhead. The bump at
17-milliseconds represents the large amount of operations that had to wait for a full
disk-rotation. The periods larger than 17-milliseconds are those when the disk queues
were longer than one entry or when the disk required head and/or cylinder switches.
We are re-evaluating the trace results to present both delays separately.
From the performancenumbers shown in Figures 2–4 and Figure 5we learn that, in

general, the UPS experiment performs better than the NVRAM experiments, which
in turn performs better than the ordinary write delay policy. In all but trace 5, a
UPS file-system is much faster than the write delay experiment while the NVRAM
experiment is only twice as fast. The reason for this is that for most traces disk queues
are minimized.
During trace 5, many largewrites enter the systemwhile there are also a fair amount

of stat and read operations. The write operations fill up all of the available memory
(which are not flushed since we are using a naive flush policy) and clutter upmemory.
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5 Using the component library

This lowers read cache hit rates3, and cause the read operations to stall while data is
flushed to disk. This happens to a lesser extent in trace 1b. We found that in general
write-saving policies combined with a naive flush policy resulted in lower cache hit
rates.
Figure 5 shows that for Trace 1b NVRAMdoes not help much to reduce file system

latencies. In this trace there are many large and parallel write operations. Since dirty
data can only be stored in NVRAM, the NVRAM becomes a bottleneck: new writes
are waiting for the NVRAM to drain. In some cases we found that the write-back
policy deteriorated to a write-through policy.
For the NVRAM case, we measured two different flush policies: whole file (that

is: when a file-block is flushed, all dirty blocks of that file are flushed), and partial file
(only the selected block is flushed). As expected, whole-file flushes perform better
than partial-file flushes as it leaves on average more non-dirty space in the NVRAM
buffer. This means that write operations complete sooner as they do not have to wait
for data to be flushed to disk first.
In general, delaying write operations reduces disk contention even though there

aremore cachemisses. We showed that because of this, file-system operation latencies
decrease. When there is lots of activity in the file-system, there is a possibility that
the available memory is cluttered up with dirty data, which increases sub-sequent
file-system latencies as data needs to be written to disk first. To solve this problem,
we are experimenting with more aggressive write policies.

5.2 Lessons learned

While building and experimenting with an off-line simulator, we were surprised by a
number of performance bottlenecks that would have been hard to find in an on-line
file-system. Since simulator and system are one and the same, solving the perfor-
mance bottleneck in the simulator, also solves the performance bottleneck in the real
system.
We ran the Sprite traces on the simulator andwewere surprised by the “slowness”

of the simulator: it took several hours to simulate one hour of Sprite time. First, we
used prof(1) to analyze which procedures were accessed most. It turned out that the
way we were maintaining the LRU lists was sub-optimal. By carefully analyzing
what the system was doing through gdb(1), we detected several short-cuts in list
maintenance. This improved simulation time dramatically. To look for this problem
in a real systemwould have been hard. First, it would have been hard to continuously
replay the same workload. Second, it would have been hard to run the real system
under gdb(1) and to analyze step-by-step what the actual problems are.
A second problem we found had to do with the way a cache was flushed. In our

original system, the thread that needed a cache block was also the one that initiated
a cache flush and waited for the flush to complete. As more esoteric flush policies
were used, the delay for this thread increased. Since we were able to analyze off-
line we were able to quickly analyze why some threads were severely delayed. The
obvious solution was to make the flush policy an a-synchronous operation. Again,
this problem would have been more difficult to find in a real system.
We found the NVRAM contention problem through carefully analyzing and hand-

crafting a work load. The other option would have been to allocate a part of a file-
server'smemory and simulate the behavior of NVRAM in an on-line system. By being

3Not shown.
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able to simulate behavior off-line, we were able to quickly decide that it is better to
equip a file-system with a UPS rather than NVRAM.
The biggest surprise was when we instantiated the component library to a real

system: most algorithms ran immediately. This basically means that file-systems can
be developed in a controlled environment. The file-system is now is use for real data
storage.
It is certainly true that file-system experiments can also be performed in kernel-

based file-systems. Current BSD systems can easily be changed to support all kinds
of experiments (as noted by an anonymous reviewer). We believe, however, that
user-level file-systems are easier to maintain and it is easier to track performance
bottlenecks. Developing file-systems in usermode has the advantage that themachine
does not halt whenever there is a fatal error. A production version of the system can
always be implemented inside the kernel, although we do not expect the performance
to improve much. The problem with Unix user-level file-systems, however, is that
some parts of the file-system are constructed carefully to hide the absence of threads
in most Unix systems. To demonstrate that the current system can also be used as a
kernel service, we have inserted the system into the Nemesis micro-kernel [19]. The
reason for this integration is to provide Nemesis with a file-system and to perform
multi-media storage experiments.
We fully agree that the system described in this paper is a partially an engineering

practice (as noted by an anonymous reviewer): we have built a tool to perform file-
system experiments. Since related parts of the system are encapsulated in their class
hierarchy, changing particular file-system policies is not hard. This gives us an oppor-
tunity to quickly learn the effects of new algorithms and file-system configurations
(even if we do not have the equipment we are simulating).

5.3 How to make the results usable

Based on the experiments, we have decided to pursue a real file-system that is
equipped with a UPS. We are re-evaluating a protocol to safely distribute dirty data
over client and server machine. As is shown in earlier work [4], this allows us to guar-
antee data persistency in case of a single point of failure, or a global power failure.
Evidently, we will re-evaluate this through the simulator.
Once we are happywith the performance results of a more aggressive flush policy,

we will migrate the cache policy into PFS and measure the performance relative to a
standard 30-second-update policy. In these measurements we will show the perfor-
mance differences between a simulator and a real system.
We have compared performancedifferences of system and simulator in a small test

environment. The analysis so-far suggests that the results in the simulator have real
value and are comparable to real performance. We are working on a full comparison
of a simulator and system and we will provide a separate report that validates our
approach.

6 Summary and furtherwork

We have presented a file-system reference framework, which we use to experiment
with new file-system storage algorithms. The file-system framework can be instan-
tiated to off-line simulators and on-line file-systems. Through off-line simulations,
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storage algorithms are analyzed thoroughly before being used in a real system. We
have constructed the framework such that it is reasonably straightforward to analyze
other researcher's algorithms in our simulator.
As an example, we have analyzed several write-saving policies in a simulator,

that is instantiated from the framework. We concluded that write-saving policies
are beneficial even though cache-hit rates decrease. Currently, we are still analyzing
more aggressive write policies before we will put the policies to use in a real system
and measure the relative performance of a real system compared to an equivalent
simulator.
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